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FROM A REMOTE FRONTIER
LETTERS AND DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SAN MARCOS
APALACHE , 1763-1769, D URING THE BRITISH
OCCUPATION OF FLORIDA.

With an Introduction by
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Y
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PART I
The Treaty of Paris, signed on February 10, 1763,
brought to a close the Seven Years War, better
known in its American phase as the French and
Indian War, between England on the one hand, and
France and Spain on the other, and gave to England a short lived domination of the North American continent. Although the region of the GeorgiaFlorida frontier had for more than a half-century
witnessed much friction and conflict between the
English and Spaniards, strangely enough it was
comparatively quiet during this struggle, if we may
except English instigated raids by the Creek Indians into Florida. (A) However events in another
quarter were pregnant with fate for the province.
Far flung English expeditions on land and sea were
generally successful, and, significantly for Florida,
Havana surrendered on August 13, 1762 to a beseiging English force. (B) Peace negotiations between the warring powers were initiated shortly
thereafter, in which the English held a decidedly
advantageous position. Although many Englishmen felt these advantages were not fully exploited
in the treaty of peace, England nevertheless acquired undisputed control over all North America east
of the Mississippi river, among other transfers receiving from Spain the cession of Florida in return for the relinquishment of Havana. (C)
After the capture of Havana, the English forces
at that place, which included an American contingent, were left in command of General the Honorable William Keppel, a brother of the Earl of Albemarle. According to Mowat (D) the first orders
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for the occupation of Florida were given to General Keppel, who quickly despatched the 3rd battalion of the 60th or Royal American Regiment,
under Lieut. Col. Augustus Prevost, from Havana
to Pensacola. These left on July 9th, and arrived
on August 6th, 1763. Siebert (K) gives the 5th as
the date of their arrival. Campbell (E) is not in
agreement with this statement. According to him,
Captain Wills of the third battery of the Royal Artillery, was sent from Havana to Pensacola on July
6th, and reached the latter place on August 7th.
He further states that Wills received the surrender.
Although four vessels despatched from Havana for
the evacuation arrived a few days after the appearance of the English, it was soon found that their
capacity was inadequate for the accommodation of
the persons and stores to be removed. The fleet was
consequently enlarged by the charter of four English vessels then in port. On the 3rd of September,
the entire Spanish population, military and civil,
accompanied by the former Spanish governor, Don
Diego Ortiz Parrilla, embarked and sailed for Vera
Cruz (K) (M).
Since the adjectives third and Royal are common
to the first two accounts, and the unit is given as
battalion by Mowat, and battery by Campbell, we
suspect that the latter author may have erred in
transcribing from the documents consulted.
Similarly (D) Captain Hedges (or Hodges) with
four companies of, the Royal American Regiment
was sent to St. Augustine and received the surrender of the province. Further orders received
by General Keppel resulted in the later despatch of
the 9th and 35th Regiments directly to St. Augustine, at which place on July 30th, Major Francis
Ogilvie of the 9th Regiment relieved Captain
Hedges of the command. The Florida forces thus
came under the orders of Sir Jeffery Amherst, the
180
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Commander-in-Chief in North America. Major
Ogilvie was instructed to occupy St. Augustine and
Pensacola with these troops, and relieve the colonials already there. He accordingly selected the 35th
Regiment for service in the west, which, under
Major Forbes, left St. Augustine by transport on
August 2nd, and arrived in Pensacola via Charleston on November 30th. Shortly thereafter, Amherst ordered Lieut. Col. James Robertson of the
15th Regiment, to make a tour of inspection of the
posts in Florida. For this purpose he arrived in
St. Augustine on September 8th, and found the late
Spanish governor and half his garrison still there
awaiting transport. He decided to retain 6 companies of the 9th Regiment in St. Augustine, and
to send one to Apalache, and two to New Providence
(Bahamas) and Bermuda. Robertson himself left
St. Augustine for Pensacola on October 6th on
board the brig Hannah, in company with the sloop
Curacoa carrying the company of Captain Harries
destined for Apalache. Unfavorable weather delayed his arrival in Pensacola until the 5th of November.
Although Harries’ vessel touched at
Apalache, he failed to take possession, and went on
to Pensacola to confer with Robertson. On completion of this assignment, Robertson returned to
New York in March 1764. Meanwhile in the previous November, Amherst had been succeeded as
Commander-in-Chief by Major General Thomas
Gage. (D).
Up to the time of the Royal Proclamation of October 7, 1763, by which Florida was divided into the
provinces of East and West Florida, separated by
the Apalachicola river, administrative matters were
wholly in the hands of the military authorities. The
first civil governor of West Florida, Commodore
George Johnstone of the Royal Navy, arrived in
Pensacola in February, 1764, and remained until
181
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December 1766 (Hamilton says spring of 1768 (J),
when he resigned. Johnstone was succeeded ad interim by the lieutenant governor, Monteforte Brown,
who served until 1772, when Peter Chester received
the appointment. The civil government of East
Florida was entrusted to James Grant, who arrived
at St. Augustine in August 1764. Grant continued
as governor until 1773, although he permanently left
East Florida in 1771 (D) .
Pensacola became the headquarters of the Southern military district, which included the Floridas
and the Mississippi valley. In command at Pensacola there were successively :
1) Col. Henry Bouquet, who died in Pensacola in
September, 1765, shortly after his arrival.
2) Bouquet would have been succeeded by Col. Reed,
but the latter had left for the Illinois, in
consequence of which,
3) Col. William Taylor of the 9th Regiment came
from St. Augustine, and acted until the
arrival of
4) Brigadier General Frederick Haldimand, in
March 1767. Haldimand remained in Pensacola until June 1773, excepting for a period
in 1769 and 1770, when brigade headquarters were temporarily transferred to St.
Augustine.
Although military affairs in East Florida were
nominally in the jurisdiction of brigade headquarters at Pensacola, a high degree of direct contact
was maintained with General Gage in New York,
probably as a matter of convenience. At St. Augustine, Major Ogilvie was succeeded in 1765 by
1) Col. Taylor, who was soon sent on a temporary
assignment to Pensacola as noted. During his
absence, command was exercised by
182
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2) Capt. William Jenkins. On Col. Taylor’s return,
he resumed command, and remained until
July, 1768, when he was succeeded by
3) Major Thomas Whitmore of the 9th Regiment,
who retained this post until November,
1769. (D).
To complete the terms of the exchange, and resume Spanish possession of Cuba, the Conde de
Ricla, a lieutenant general of the Royal Army, arrived in Havana on July 30th, 1763 to assume the
governor generalship. He was accompanied by
2,000 troops under the Conde de 0 ‘Reilly. On the
evacuation of St. Augustine by the late Spanish governor, Don Melchior Felui, he was accompanied not
only by the departing troops, but by the entire Spanish civil population. Their departure was effected
on -Jan. 8 and 9, 1764 (L). It is interesting to note
that on this ocassion the first “stinging” bees were
brought to Cuba from St. Augustine.(F) Siebert
(L) states that a detachment of 46 infantry, and
two artillerymen, under Captain Don Bentura Diaz
were previously sent from St. Augustine to Apalache on Aug. 3, 1763. Presuming these men were
sent for the purpose of the formal delivery, one
may infer that during the previous struggle, the
Spanish garrison had been withdrawn from
Apalache.
The Spanish establishments in Florida were
founded from military, rather than colonization,
motives, and all distinctly had the character of
frontier outposts. St. Augustine was established
to protect the route of the homeward bound flota,
Pensacola to check the eastward extension of the
French, and thus also to protect the flota, while San
Marcos de Apalache, established after the destruction of the Apalache missions, was to maintain some
restraint on the Creek Indians and exclude the English from the gulf. A general sketch of the succes183
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sive fortifications at the latter place has already
appeared (G) .
In the turmoil of the transfer and subsequent
evacuation, the little garrison at San Marcos appears to have been nearly forgotten by all except
the Count of Ricla. To none was the delay more
vexatious than to Don Bentura Diaz, the commandant of this post. Smarting from the disgrace of the
Spanish defeat in the late war, he was ready to interpret the unfathomable English delay in relieving
his garrison as a studied attempt to intensify the
humiliation. However he appears to have welcomed
the arrival of Harries as indicating the early termination of his troubles. The lack of effective communication with the English officers, did undoubtedly, as he realized, result in misunderstandings and
very evidently intensified Diaz’ feeling of resentment. This is shown by Diaz acquiring the impression that Col. Robertson was actually on the Curacoa. Furthermore, in the problem of transport for
the Spanish soldiers lay a well founded grievance.
Spanish vessels had been promptly available and
were unnecessarily detained at Apalache almost to
the time of Harries’ arrival, awaiting the coming
of the English garrison. It appears that Diaz gained the impression that the Curacoa would be immediately available for his evacuation, and believing that his departure was imminent, freely exhibited the post to Harries. From this inspection Harries evidently formed the opinion that his force was
inadequately equipped to hold the place, and probably conveniently recalled his orders not to furnish
transport to bolster his resolution to proceed to
Pensacola. The failure of Diaz’ attempts to make
other arrangements to utilize the Curacoa, produced
a profound resentment.
Captain Harries was clearly in low spirits over
this assignment, a state of mind that does not ap184
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pear to have improved with his first view of his
new post. Although obviously expected to occupy
San Marcos on his arrival in Apalache, he found excuses to postpone the event, and may perhaps have
hoped to evade it altogether. The losses sustained in
the serious misadventures experienced on his attempt to return to Apalache, diminished the meager
comforts of this detachment of the 9th Regiment
through most of their subsequent stay at the post.
Although details of the actual transfer are not
given, it appears that Harries actually did reach
Apalache on the day, February 20, 1764, set by Diaz
for his departure regardless of consequences. It
would be interesting to know if Diaz actually executed the ceremonious evacuation he proposed.
With the departure of the Spaniards, it is likely
the little English garrison soon settled down to the
routine of a humdrum existence in a crowded and
isolated post. Unfamiliar with the Indians, Harries decided that security required a vigilant guard,
and his caution cannot be questioned, for which he
soon found his small force inadequate, as he arrived
with one subaltern and 26 men. He immediately requested re-inforcements to raise his force to 60 men.
He complained with feeling of frauds in the provisions furnished him, of lack of colors, of lack of
a drum, of the need for iron fetters. Nothing suggests that he expended any great effort to make
the post more habitable or secure. Although clearly
unhappy and pessimistic, much of his discontent
may be condoned if it is realized that his infirmity
must have caused considerable discomfort.
Harries’ fervent pleas for a leave of absence
finally touched Gage, resulting in his departure on
October 5th, 1764. He was relieved by a subaltern,
a change suggesting a lowered estimation of the
importance of the post, and forcasting the degrada185
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tion which in later years was expressed by the progressive decline in the rank of the relieving officer.
The new officer in command, Lieut. Pampellonne,
arrived on September 25th, 1764, and appears to
have been a young man of considerable initiative
and energy. Fortunately for Pampellonne, John
Stuart the Indian Commissioner, arrived in Apalache at the same time, and proceeded to hold a conference with representatives of the lower Creeks at
St. Marks. This established amicable relations
which were maintained throughout the subsequent
occupancy of the post. To facilitate future communication with the Indians, Stuart left an interpreter at the post, who also engaged in the Indian
trade. With the aid of the troops and some skilled
workmen, Pampellonne soon set about making various changes designed to improve the habitability
and defensability of the place, and endeavoured to
effect belated replacement of the bedding lost in
Harries’ shipwreck.
Provision stores continued to be received irregularly, as a consequence of which the garrison was
often in distress. On one such ocassion, Pampellonne sent the interpreter to buy corn in the Indian
nation, where he succeeded in securing a canoe load.
This was inadequate to relieve the emergency, and
the supply vessel being overdue, Pampellonne chartered a schooner and despatched it to Pensacola for
supplies. Governor Johnstone in the meantime,
having learned that the emergency had passed, refused the request and protested the schooner’s
charter. The empty vessel was sent back to St.
Marks, and the unpaid master began a series of
efforts to collect his charter money that resulted in
much embarassment to Pampellonne. However
General Gage, believing that Pampellonne acted in
the best interests of his command, extricated him
from the situation.
186
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On December 12, 1765, Lieut. Swettenham and
Ensign Wright arrived after an overland journey
through the Creek nation, to relieve Lieut. Pampellonne and Ensign Hawkins. Swettenham remarked commendingly to Gage on the condition of the
fort, but reiterated the perennial plaint of the bad
condition of the barracks. Swettenham’s short tour
of duty at St. Marks was made notable by the shipwreck of the New Orleans bound French brigantine,
the ‘‘Tiger’’, probably on the coast of Dog Island,
from which only M. Viaud and two of his companions were saved. These survivors finally made their
way to the fort after experiencing lurid adventures,
including cannibalism. (H)
Swettenham was sent to Pensacola on October
2, 1766, leaving Ensign Wright in command. On
the 23rd of the same month, the fort was nearly
wrecked by a hurricane, and the hardships of the
garrison were intensified as a result.
Meantime Haldimand had assumed command in
the southern district, and Gage immediately propounded the question of the utility of the post to
both Haldimand and Grant. Justification was based
on a new policy of retrenchment and an intended
concentration of the troops at a few points. Haldimand had no immediate views of his own in the
matter, other than to express the opinion that the
post could be adequately held by an officer and 20
men. In order to get first hand information, he
however despatched Lieut. Pittman to Apalache to
survey the fort and its vicinity. (I) Both Haldimand and Grant appear to have finally decided that
the post offered certain advantages, not only to facilitate communication between Pensacola and St.
Augustine (in 15 days), but to pacify the Indians,
and pointed out that it was inexpensive to maintain.
Meanwhile saddles were sent to the fort to facilitate the service of the expresses.
187
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Haldimand instructed Wright to plant a garden
for the garrison, an activity that must have been
extremely distasteful to the soldiers, as he later related to Haldimand an account of insubordination
as a consequence of this work.
The arguments of Haldimand and Grant did not
convince Gage, who finally in 1767 instructed the
former to relieve the detachment of the 9th Regiment which had served as its garrison for nearly
four years, by another from the 31st Regiment.
Haldimand finally expressed the opinion that St.
Marks, along with certain other interior posts,
could be abandoned without risk, and promised to
send the men of the 9th to St. Augustine as soon as a
vessel was available.
In 1768 Wright reported the return of some Indians who had gone to Havana in 1766. This event,
together with reports of clandestine Spanish visits
along the coast, and some evidences of disaffection
among certain Indian groups, was the cause of considerable concern to Stuart.
It was probably in April 1768 that Haldimand
finally ordered the detachment of the 9th to rejoin
their Regiment in St. Augustine. Their journey
from St. Marks was made overland. We can deplore the lack of an account of this march of British
troops across the state. They were relieved by 9
men of the 21st Regiment, under Sergeant Wier.
Meanwhile the political situation to the northward was becoming more disturbed, and it is evident from Gage’s communication to Grant, that concern over possible eventualities from this movement was a prime factor leading to the concentration of the 9th, 21st and 31st Regiments at St.
Augustine. Grant was reluctant to entirely abandon the fort, in view of the opportunity it afforded
to maintain contact with the Indians to the westward, and requested that a few men be kept there
188
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until he could effect arrangements with Mr. Gordon,
an Indian trader, to open a store in the fort. He
evidently accomplished his purpose, as Haldimand,
writing from St. Augustine late in 1769, relates that
the detachment left at St. Marks had just arrived
after delivering the fort to the person named by
Grant to receive it.
Thus after less than a decade in British hands,
St. Marks was abandoned as a military post, although the most stirring episodes in its colorful
history were still in the future.
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THE DOCUMENTS
Ricla to Arriaga. (A. G. I., 87-7-11, 20).
Your Excellency : My dear sir :
In continuation of the news to Your Excellency
regarding the evacuation of the presidios ceded to
England, I enclose for your Excellency copies of the
latest despatches and documents sent me by the
governor of Apalache, and of the letter which I subsequently wrote to the English governor of Panzacola, I have no doubt that he will take prompt measures to receive that presidio, and that the evacuation
will be effected by the time this [note] reaches Your
Excellency, but I am reporting this as my duty.
Our Lord preserve Your Excellency many years.
Havana, February 5, 1764
I kiss the hand of your Excellency, Your most faithful servant, The Count of Ricla.
His Excellency Bo Fr. don Julian de Arriaga.
Diaz to the [English] Governor of Panzacola. (A.
G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
My dear sir:
On the 8th of the present month there arrived at
this bar the British detachment despatched by the
captain of La Florida [St. Augustine] to receive
delivery of this post [presidio]. I offered to do so
immediately, in the natural belief that I would be
furnished transportation as is customary, since it
is evident to Your Excellency that I have made
190
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every effort to effect the evacuation, having sent to
you a message by five men in a pirogue, and having
learned of their delay, I despatched a second message of the same tenor by a schooner. The first
despatch was opened by the sergeant major, Joseph
Bennett, who wrote me telling of the efforts exerted
by Your Excellency in this matter, informing [me]
that you have neither orders from the King of Great
Britain nor garrison by which you could make this
change, and by the identical schooner I also had
the honor to receive a letter from Your Excellency,
with the misfortune to be ignorant of its contents
from the lack of an English interpreter at this place.
After some conferences with the English officers,
I offered them storage within this fortress for their
provisions, and quarters outside in three casemates
[bomb-proofs]. They did not accept my invitation,
resolving to depart tomorrow * for your post, in
order that Your Excellency might determine how
you would be served.
I have been, and I am ready to deliver this presidio, without the least delay solely on the condition
that I am furnished with transportation for the provisions, military stores and troops, in consequence
of my having dismissed the two schooners which
were here three months ago for that purpose.
Now would these gentlemen agree to the proposal
that they should transport me to your presidio in
the waiting vessel, in the hope that Your Excellency
might be pleased to give me transportation in one
of your vessels in case there was no available Spanish vessel.
I will be indebted to Your Excellency if this detachment is ordered to return and take possession
of this post with the least delay, together with an
order to their transport that it must carry us
* Nov. 12, but did not depart until Nov. 16.

191
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straightway to Havana, but should there be a Spanish vessel available, order it to immediately come
to this port.
I am at Your Excellency’s orders, and hope that
our Lord May preserve you many years. San Marcos de Apalache, November 11, 1763. I kiss your
hands - Your very faithful servant - Don Bentura
Diaz - The governor of the presidio of Panzacola.
Diaz to the Count of Ricla. (A. G. I., 86-7-11: 20).
Most Excellent Sir-Sir: On the 7th of this
month there arrived at this port the privateering
brigantine commanded by Don Augustin de Herrera,
who delivered to me the packet of your orders, as
well as those for the Governors of the presidios of
Florida [St. Augustine] and Panzacola. These I
will forward by whatever opportunities present
themselves to me. In view of the fruitlessness of
those which I have already attempted, and being
desirous to give prompt obedience to all Your Excellency’s orders, to free your Excellency of anxiety,
so that your considered decisions should not have
the least inconvenience from that which might delay
their execution, I decided that the aforesaid brigantine should go to the port of Panzacola to deliver
Your Excellency’s packet to its Governor, as well
as my own communication. In this plan I was frustrated by the illness of its pilot, who lost the use
of his legs as the result of a chill experienced the
second day after leaving this port. Not having
here another to put in his place, I gave up this plan
because of serious consequences that would follow
should the weather drive the vessel from its course
or should it be lost.
I have endeavoured to forward the packets by all
the Indians who have visited this presidio in recent
days, offering them considerable compensation for
192
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the service, but have been unsuccessful. The savages of this nation do not respond to acquaintance,
compulsion, promises or obligation, which circumstances leave me in such difficulties, which without
further emphasis I will leave to the understanding
imagination of Your Excellency.
The King, Our Lord, is complete master of this
possession, a situation in which his vassals have
nothing. For this reason instruct me whether when
the British arrive, I should sell them the residence
of the Commandant together with some minor
structures of little importance, all built of boards,
as well as the pirogue and service boat of the garrison, which are practically useless.
Under date of November 6th, in which I advised
Your Excellency of all these happenings, Your Excellency will see that I gave to you an account of
the English from the settlements who have come
down to this presidio, with the opinions they express
about acquiring its possession.
On the 8th of November, 46 hours subsequent to
the departure of the two Spanish schooners [goletas] which were at this port, there arrived here an
English sloop [balandra] conveying Col. James
Robertson [Diego Reverson] to the presidio of
Panzacola, with other officers and soldiers. After
a captain and subaltern had come ashore, they delivered to me a packet from Lieutenant Colonel don
Melchor Felui, Governor of Florida [St. Augustine],
containing the triplicate of the original and a duplicate which I had already received, including all
the necessary orders for the evacuation of this presidio, together with a note. In the latter he said
that the aforesaid Colonel is going to Panzacola to
take over that, as well as this presidio, without however informing me that, (notwithstanding the orders
already given me that only to the official designated by the governor of Panzacola could I surrender
193
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this post) the instructions of the said Col. Robertson could be executed.
On the 9th the same officers returned to land, as
well as the captain of the sloop. They revealed that
they came to receive the delivery of Apalache, to
which I replied that I was at all times ready to
comply, if they would provide transportation to
the keys [Cayos] for the military supplies, provisions and troops in my charge. The told me they
were ready to do so, by virtue of which they requested me to show them the fort. I told them I would
do it with pleasure so that they could take possession as the King my Lord had me ordered. Without
exception they saw the barracks, and the magazines
for military supplies and provisions. Having examined with great care the artillery embrasures
which were mounted with nine swivels, for these
they expressed great desire, as they arrived with
only the armaments and munitions of infantry, and
asked me to leave them the before mentioned swivels. I replied that my authority was insufficient to
permit this, as they were property of the King my
Lord, and that grave charges would be made against
me should I take this liberty. Being now ready to
return on board, we parted in agreement that on
the subsequent day they would commence unloading, and that I would permit them a guard of a corporal with four men at the site of their stores.
On the 10th the subaltern returned in the afternoon with six barrels of provisions, and on this day
I arranged with the captain of the sloop for passage to the keys for 360 pesos. When the subaltern
asked my permission to measure the fort, I did not
refuse, but told him they could do it as if they were
its possessors.
On the 11th there came an officer from aboard
who said they could not give me the passage requested, because the sloop was conveying Col. Robertson,
194
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officers and soldiers to Panzacola. I replied that
this would bother me but little, as I could go in their
company, and that from there I would go to the
keys, if not in the same sloop, according to the
agreement, the governor of that presidio would give
me the desired transportation [in another] in virtue
of my necessity. To which they replied that this
could not be, because it would displease the governor, and that I could make the delivery of the
presidio in consequence of the orders which I already had. To this I replied that, without evacuation I would not execute these orders, as this would
interfere with my plans and would subject to their
orders a garrison which could only receive those of
their own leader [based on] those which he has from
his sovereign.
After a short conference between the two officers
they proposed that I should receive their garrison
within the walls and that, until the final arrangements, should live together with the guard of their
stores. To which I replied that I would admit this
guard without arms, and that the rest of their garrison could take shelter in the three extramural
casemates. This decision they would not accept,
saying to me they were compelled to proceed to
Panzacola to make representation to their governor
of the necessity of bringing artillery and other military supplies for the defense of this place. I replied
they could do as they pleased, but I would not lower
the flag of the King until I had evacuated all that
which is in my charge, and that I would have it
hoisted in my boat until I reached the vessels evacuating me, upon which they embarked with the provisions which they had on shore.
The time from this day until the 16th of the same
month, on which day they set sail, they spent in
securing supplies of wood and water. On the said
16th, they raised sail with the wind in the north195
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east, but before four in the afternoon it veered to
the north. At 11 pm it shifted northwest and increased to hurricane force, to such an extent that
these dwellings shook like sieves. Moved by concern, from the knowledge that said sloop was obliged
to work the pumps every half hour, I have asked the
Indians, inhabitants and hunters from the west for
news, of which they have none, nor has there been
found on the coast any wreckage; for which reason
I do not doubt they have arrived in that port.
The reason that the sloop and the two schooners
which were to transport this garrison to Havana,
did not here meet the before mentioned (English)
sloop is because they [i.e., the English] went from
St. Augustine to Providence, requiring 35 days in
the voyage.
I think their delay is because they have given
much of their scanty stores to Jamaica, where the
commander of the Indies resides.
The described conversation which I had with the
English, may on my part, and on theirs as well have
resulted in misunderstanding, because I do not have
an English interpreter, nor they a Spanish. For
which reason they utilized a native of France who
was raised since a child in England, and I two soldiers who said they know French although but little.
Both sides were solicitous to be understood, but it
is certain the most effective exchange was by signs,
as if dumb. But for my part that which I have related is that which I ordered said to them, and my understanding of that replied to me.
I believe, if Your Excellency will permit me to
say, that the inconveniences which have arisen in this
matter are attributable to poor arrangements in St.
Augustine. I suspect that the commissioner for the
governor of Panzacola was probably here despite
his saying he has no such orders, since why was I
not ordered in the triplicate to deliver this presidio
196
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to whomsoever Col. James Robertson might designate? I feel that on the one hand it could be his
authority to arrange the garrisons, and that on the
other it would be to despatch the commissioner, as
is inferable from the triplicate transmitted by and
received from the said Col. Robertson.
Would Your Excellency condescend to instruct
me whether I should deliver this post to any, other
than him commissioned by the English governor of
Panzacola, and if in the contrary, I will not do so,
since I am not accustomed to interpret the orders
of my superiors, and if alone interpret them literally. To me it appears, from their deportment on
arrival, that the English will not take charge of this
presidio, and all of my courtesies excepting the disputes were based on this view, and I will seek pretexts to maintain myself here. Since they came to
the river they have publically manifested groundless
fear.
Your Excellency will see from the enclosed, which
I have written as opportunity afforded, also includes
that sent with the official dispatches mentioned.
The garrison gives Your Excellency repeated
thanks for the supply of clothing and provisions
with which you have deigned to relieve our necessities and I report to Your Excellency the distribution which has been made of the coating, the surplus being left in my care.
In consequence of the account which I have presented to Your Excellency, I hope that you will
deign to instruct me in what to do, without leaving
the least to my judgment for the great effectiveness
of my obedience. I am persuaded that when Your
Excellency sees this, he will promptly send me a
vessel advising me of his measures. I hope it is
to be a more suitable vessel than the brigantine,
which cannot enter this river because of its draft,
which is (thus) exposed to loss because it must re197
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main outside where there is no shelter, and any
wind may cast it upon the many reefs. For this
reason I venture to suggest to Your Excellency that
the larger schooner of the two, called Neustro Amo
Castillo, which sails from this port in charge of
Manuel Gayoso, who is also owner, is the best adapted to the evacuation of this presidio, since it can
enter the river and load at the wharf, and there is
no other of equal capacity which will [not] ground
after loading, as it is of eleven palms depth. The
only pilots experienced in this river are Miguel
Lopez, and don Juan de Hita, sailor Lorenzo Rodriguez, all three of St. Augustine. Miguel de Arboleda, who brings the brigantine, is not familiar with
the channel.
Although Your Excellency has advised me to give
you an account of all that happens, I cannot do so
unless some intemperate wind shall drive some vessel to this port.
We are adequately supplied with provision for
four months, excepting flour, as appears from my
previous report to Your Excellency from which you
will note a sufficiency through March, although unable to satisfy the Indians, whom I have entertained
with the provisions and tobacco.
Juan de Arzia a negro convict, was transferred
to the service of the brigantine because of his knowledge of seamanship, and because I believed the brigantine required his services.
My youngest son asks me for a place as the inspector of that island dismissed him from the position of cadet because of matrimony. I replied that
he could go from door to door begging alms as I
have nothing to give him but my many debts, owing
to the loss of an inheritance from my great grand
Your Excellency knows my brothers
parent.
through their honor of service under your orders
in the army of Portugal, with the display of valor
198
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which obliged their superior officers to recognize
them.
Our Lord guard the very important life of Pour
Excellency many happy years as he can and is my
need. San Marcos de Apalache, January 19, 1764,
Most Excellent Sir-Sir-At Your Excellency’s
feet-Don Bentura Diaz. His Excellency, the Count
of Ricla.
Garrison Roll (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
Report of the coating, casaquetas (?), breeches, thread and
needles [ahugas=agujas] which I have received from His Excellency, the Count of Ricla, and distributed to the following individuals, towit:
Coating
Detachment of the Commandant : yards Casaquetas Breeches
Corporal Joseph Vallajera ..............
3 1/2
4
Pedro de Belasco ......................
Miguel Calderon .............................
3 1/2
Santiago Aguilera ...........................
1
1
1 1/4
Joseph Rodriguez ...........................
2 1/2
Francisco Pintalagua ........................
1 1/4
Juan Joseph Garcia .........................
1
1
Matheo Martinez .............................
3 3/4
Detachment of don Joseph Leonar:
Diego Escalona .............................
Phelipe de Bejar .............................
Joseph Agustin Rodriguez .............
Juan de Arjona .............................
Juan Ponze .............................
Antonio Monz (sic) .............................
Francisco Vasquez .............................
Dionisio Ilario .............................
Domingo Cortes .............................
Fransicso Rodriguez ..................
Juan Carrascon .............................
Alejandro Solis .............................
Detachment of don Bentura Diaz:
Said captain ............................. 5
Sergeant Antonio Rodriguez ......
Drummer Joseph Diaz ..............
Blas Contreras .............................
Manuel Salazar .............................
Joseph Barrera .............................
Gerardo Sandovalo ......................
Manuel de Castillo .......................
Gregorio Rodriguez .......................

19 3/4

3

3 1/2

2 1/2

1

3 1/2
3 3/4
3 1/2
3 3/4
3 3/4
1 1/2

2 1/4

3 3/4
1 1/4
32 3/4
2 3/4

2 1/2
2 1/4

3

1

1

1

1

1

1
3

4

1

3 3/4

2 1/4
2 1/4
3 3/4

1

1
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Francisco Ansurez .............................
Juan Rojas .............................
Miguel Diaz .............................
Christoval del Castillo ...............
Esteban Grajales .............................
Artillerymen :
Estaban Almeira .............................
Joseph Rodriguez de la Via ...........
Laborers :
Joseph Batierra .........................
Valentin Urrutia .............................
Manuel de la O.............................
Manuel Albarez .........................
Alonso Otero .............................
Juan de Arcia .............................

3 3/4
2 1/4

2 1/4

3 1/2

37 (sic)
3 1/2
3
7

1

1

3

2
---------X
1
1

X
GENERAL SUMMARY
Commandant’s squad ................
19 3/4
Leonart’s squad ........................
32 3/4
37
Diaz’s squad .............................
7
.............................
Artillerymen
Laborers .............................
Surplus .............................
7 1/2

-

14
That the pound of thread and needles (ahugas) have been
distributed to the persons named in this report in equal parts.
San Marcos de Analache, January 19, 1764. Don Bentura
Diaz.
-

98%

NOTE:

1

Diax to the Coulzt of Rida. (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20.)
Most Excellent Sir: Sir:
The India.ns which went to that place [i.e. Havana] have returned here bringing a thousand exclamations for the courtesies which Your Excellency
extended them. They are still here and will remain
until the three barrels of rum give the last breath,
which will be very soon, from the many evil spirits
which they have. They will later go from village
to village discoursing on that place, and I have no
doubt that if I have room, many will go with me.
They say the captain of the brigantine gave them
such generous treatment that he even placed his own
children in the hold in order that they might have
200
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their berths, and that he served them breakfast, dinner and supper at his own table, and the cup of
punch was always filled, and when they relate this
there is always something new disclosed.
The garments which Your Excellency gave them
are already torn and so filthy that one cannot recognize either their material or color.
May our Lord preserve the very important life
of Your Excellency many happy years that he can
and needs.
Apalache, January 19, 1764. Your Excellency-At the feet of Your Excellency=Don Bentura
Diaz=His Excellency the Count of Ricla.
Diaz to Prevost. (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
My very dear sir:
On the 7th of this month there arrived in this port
the brigantine in the service of the headquarters
in Havana, which brought me various orders and
instructions from His Excellency the Count of Ricla,
Captain General of that island, including at the
same time the two enclosed packets for your lordship which accompanied them, with the urgency that
you will note from the communication. As I have
written your lordship under date of the 11th of
November past, there arrived at this port a sloop
conveying to this presidio Col. Diego Roverson
[Col. James Robertson] and a British detachment.
From which landed a captain and a subaltern who
delivered to me a packet from my Captain General
at the presidio of Florida [St. Augustine] (whence
they departed) which contained in triplicate the
orders to me for the evacuation of this presidio to
the officer designated by your lordship, although
my captain general did not inform me that I could
execute them with an officer designated by the said
Col. Robertson. When the said captain immediately informed me they came to receive the surrender
201
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of this place, and notwithstanding so serious a difficulty for us who are subjects of the conquered, the
sole compelling consideration being that this is the
wish of the King my Lord, nor having other objection to surmount than the difficulty of evacuating
with the munitions, provisions, troops and all that
under my charge, which was lack of vessels. I consequently proposed to the said captain and subaltern that I was ready to give immediate delivery
of this post in compliance with the orders of His
Catholic Majesty and those which I had from my
captain general, but having been obliged, by the dilatoriness of your lordship to comply with the definitive treaty of peace, to send away the two vessels
which I had in this port at my orders for the complete evacuation, and since after having sent two
couriers to your lordship I finally learned that your
lordship did not have from your sovereign orders
to send any commissioner here, in consideration of
which circumstance they must give me transportation to the keys [cayos]. They agreed to this, but
on the subsequent day they returned to shore and
told me they could not furnish the transportation,
since the sloop must go to that post [Panzacola]
with the said Col. Reverson, officers and troops
which it carried. To which I replied that this would
not inconvenience me, since I would gladly go to
that presidio and there request your lordship that
in the said sloop or in another vessel, you would be
pleased to have me transported to the said keys.
To this they agreed, and with this understanding
they began to unload some provisions. The gentlemen then examined all of this fort, while the subaltern measured all its dimensions with a tape. I did
not deny them this permission since they were now
the possessors of this post and they examined its external and internal construction, the magazines, and
all of the dwellings. For the reasons given I pro202
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ceeded to arrange transportation with the captain of
the sloop, agreeing on 360 dollars. But on returning
to land on the following day they told me we could
not go to the presidio of Panzacola because they
believed your lordship would not take it well, [suggesting] that in this situation I could write * you
requesting that you could send some vessel to remove me with all my garrison and effects to the keys,
and that I could deliver this post to them. To this
I replied that without the complete evacuation of all
that was here in my charge I could not comply, since
my discretion was limited and this would suggest
my obedience to others than my own sovereign and
his appointed ministers, to whom I am responsible.
They subsequently proposed to me that the two
garrisons could live together, a solution which I did
not find convenient from the mischievous results
which could arise, in view of the heedlessness which
is typical of the soldiers, which despite much harangueing from their superiors, cannot be prevented.
With this understanding the said officers decided to
reload their provisions and told me they were resolved to proceed to that presidio to secure equipment of artillery and other necessaries, and would
make representations to your lordship to help them,
and that within 15 to 20 days would be back. I had
not the least doubt in these declarations, especially
since your lordship had promised me through my
son, when he was sent to your presidio in the schooner, who reported that immediately upon the arrival
at your presidio of the detachment designed to receive the delivery of this post, you would immediately give your orders for them to proceed without
the least delay, which action has not been realized
as 2 months and 3 days have passed since these
happenings.
* vide Dias to Prevost, 1-27-64.
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Considering that which I have presented, as well
as that left undiscussed [for convenience and not
for lack of importance], I believe that your lordship
will see that I on my part have complied with the will
of their Catholic and Brittanic Majesty’s, and have
given to the subjects of His Brittanic Majesty, command, power and possession of this presidio as
shown, since had I acted in the contrary I might
be accused of disobedience, but to avoid which, and
exercising the discretion reposed in an officer by
the King my Lord, from the confidence I placed in
the honorable officers of His Brittanic Majesty, they
were assured I could only execute formal delivery,
and that occupation was not possible before this
happened.
A consideration of all [circumstances] finds me
firmly resolved to leave this situation and embark
for Havana in the brigantine, confident that the
foresight of His Excellency the Count of Ricla, will
at the latest provide the vessel necessary for evacuation of this post by the 20th of the next month
[February]. You are thus advised that if your
lordship does not have your commissioner for the
delivery of this post here by the designated 20th
of February, you can be certain that I will evacuate
and abandon it, your lordship being solely responsible for all the mischief between the two crowns
which can result from this action, whose mutual
friendship may arouse envy in many and be a model
to others. But I do not believe that the recognized
courtesy of your lordship will permit that an affair
so insignificant may disturb an agreement, if permitted to see the bases of its foundation in their
beginnings.
I cannot believe that such an eventuality will produce delays in the decisions of your lordship, considering it cannot be ignored that in your presidio
there are troops destined for this place. I am equal204
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ly certain that when they left St. Augustine, they
were provided with ample provisions for one year.
And thus I hope that your lordship will tell me
with the utmost despatch your final decision by this
mail, to permit me to take that [action] which to me
appears most proper, nor that your lordship (will)
permit the least delay to any Spanish vessel destined to this port, since if endangered from this
cause your lordship must be responsible. On these
reasons and with the present communication submitted to your lordship, I will base my defence in
the tribunal of His Catholic Majesty, my lawful
King and Master by his deputy, His Excellency the
Count of Ricla, representing this as the third request which I have made to your lordship, since although the first was sent in the belief the Spanish
governor would [still] be found in that presidio,
the packets which I sent to the former must have
come to your hands even though the governor had
already departed, for the orders given the leaders
who carried them, were to deliver them to you. If
his Excellency the Count of Ricla be informed of
these circumstances, I believe that before I resolve
to evacuate this presidio, His Excellency will order
me to do so.
Your lordship must give authority to your commissioner to solve whatever difficulties or doubts
we may have in the delivery, in the belief that you
will not admit [excepting my privilege] any appeal
to your office.
Will your lordship please send me a Spanish interpretation of your letter since we do not have an
English interpreter, without which your lordship
will leave me with plenty of difficulties and doubts.
I enclose to your lordship, the attached packet
for the governor of St Augustine, because I cannot
remit it for lack of opportunity.
205
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I desire to affirm to your lordship my respect and
my ready obedience in everything that may allow
me to please you.
May our Lord guard your lordship many years.
San Marcos de Apalache, January 21, 1764. I
kiss your lordships hands=your very attentive servant=Don Bentura Diaz=Senor Don Augustin
Probost.
Diaz to Count of Rich (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
Most Excellent Sir-Sir :
Yesterday there arrived at this post a band of
39 Indians prompted by curiosity to learn the news
brought by the three who returned from Havana.
From this opportunity I have succeeded with especial satisfaction, to discharge Your Excellency’s
orders to expeditiously arrange couriers [who leave
today, the day of the date] for the post of Panzacola, by whom I forward the two packets of Your
Excellency and my own remonstrance, whose terms
Your Excellency will note from your copy. Although it may perhaps displease Your Excellency
by its asperity, I hope that you will condescend forgiveness of a transgression born of my brooding
and chagrin on observing the complete scorn for our
nation that these men exhibit, manifest by the reasons and methods which Your Excellency will understand. Even though they offer in their defence reasons which they find best adapted to their excuse,
I will undo these with the truth about the events
which have transpired through their lack of observance of the good faith expected of officers of honor.
I would give, excellent sir, and I would sacrifie my
life, not to comply with the terms of my delivery,
if it would perpetuate to the Catholic Crown of the
King our Lord this limited dominion. I would begin
by the extermination of those who now possess it,
for besides occasions that in me induce justifiable
206
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indignation from the inconsideration of their treatment, they excite in me the contempt due idle boasts
prompted by baseless vanity. Thus sir, I hope that
Your Excellency, after viewing all that I have said
to that governor, will examine a second time the
6th article of your copy [of the treaty], giving me
such citations as will dispell all my doubts, especially [indicating] when these cannot be of such a
nature that would justify either a rupture or expressions of rudeness, and that nothing will prevent Your Excellency from considering all contingencies and preparing the necessary arrangements,
ensuring that there be found here transportation
for the 20th or earlier of the coming month, so that
if they arrive earlier, or if they pretend or allege
some reason or occasion to their own shortcomings,
my departure or despatches to Your Excellency will
not be delayed.
I regret that such a small district has already accasioned Your Excellency so much annoyance, and
still more that I am the occasion of it. I am only
reconciled to the surrender by the distinguished deportment of Your Excellency which makes bearable
the grave situations which are pending, arising
from a subject which only merits entire contempt.
Your Excellency may be certain that until this
presidio and all that is in my charge is entirely
evacuated, I will not lower the Royal Standard until
the brief moment necessary to deliver the keys before embarkation in the boat which will be in readiness for its display. Knowing the excessive haughtiness of this nation, I ask Your Excellency to deign
to advise what I must do in order to forestall any
attempt to obstruct this plan.
The brigantine would have left yesterday but for
lack of wind and an order to remain, and is detained
one day more, which is today, on which she will resume her voyage.
207
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I have withdrawn the copy that informed Your
Excellency that the brigantine must go to Panzacola
in order to deliver the copy of the original letter
sent to that Governor.
I have secured this mail at the cost of a payment
of 36 pesos and a donation of the provisions for the
round trip, upon a promise of a return here in 24
days, which payment, if Your Excellency judges it
to be wisely incurred, I hope you will condescend
to re-imburse to my wife.
If your Excellency orders me to remain here, I
hope you will condescend to furnish me with some
rum for the Indians, as with this there will be less
consumption of provisions and I will be relieved
from the restlessness they manifest owing to this
deficiency.
I have lately been burning the forms which served
for the construction of the casemates, because of an
insufficient force to send to the forest to cut firewood without leaving this castle unguarded. For
this reason if I am to remain here for a longer
period, I believe that Your Excellency should send
me more men, since with the departure of the corporal and 8 men with whom I have reinforced the
brigantine to free it from attacks by the Indians
(as is their wont), I am much constrained and
vigilant.
Should you have in Havana some Spaniards who
speak English, if it please Your Excellency, you
might send me one, to avoid the past experiences
when we conversed by signs, and I suggest for this
service the Florida sailor called Antonio Pueyo.
I lay my humble respect at Your Excellency’s
feet, praying to God for the preservation of Your
Excellency’s very important life the many years
which he can and I require.
208
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Apalache, January 21st, 1764 = Most Excellent
Sir-Sir=At Your Excellency’s Feet=Don Bentura
Diaz=His Excellency the Count of Ricla.
Diaz to the Count of Ricla. (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
Most Excellent Sir-Sir :
Yesterday at 8 of the morning the weather having calmed the mail for Panzacola had opportunity
to leave, and on the same day at 5 in the afternoon
a sloop arrived before this port, and after the pirogue was sent to reconnoiter, it returned at 4 in the
morning, and informed me that it was an English
sloop which had sailed from St. Augustine four
weeks previously laden with provisions for Panzacola. On the arrival of the sloop at St. Joseph’s
bay, a storm arose in which the anchors were lost,
and believing that they would here find their countrymen, turned toward this port. On this occasion
I wrote to the governor of the Panzacola that which
Your Excellency will see from the attached copy,
because of lack of opportunity to forward him the
duplicate of the remonstrance made by me.
After much alarm occasioned by the bad weather
and several groundings, the brigantine managed to
make sail today and escape from this anxiety.
Your Excellency has me at your feet, desirous
to merit your orders to which you may be assured
of my blind obedience. May our Lord preserve the
very important life of Your Excellency the many
happy years you merit.
Apalache January 27, 1764=Most Excellent SirSir=At Your Excellency’s feet = Don Bentura
Diaz=His Excellency the Count of Ricla.
Diaz to Prevost. (A. G. I., 86-7-11, 20).
My very dear sir:
On yesterday, the 26th of the current month, I
despatched to you two Indian couriers by whom I
209
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transmitted two packets which His Excellency the
Count of Ricla had ordered me to place in your
hands, and at the same time included one packet
of my own, by which you will be informed of the
grounds which have placed me under the necessity
to abandon this presidio in the event your commissioner to receive the delivery is not here by the 20th
of the coming month of February, which packet
I could not deliver punctually because this sloop
would not give me space. * I will only now add that,
to evacuate it, I detained here two months and five
days two schooners, and the brigantine which today
set sail I have detained 21 days, all occasioned by
the failure to accomplish the delivery of the three
presidios of Florida, those and this one at the same
time as would have been orderly, nor have my representations to you been sufficient to ensure the
presence of your commissioner on the opportunities which I have had to evacuate it. Being positive
that on the 20th mentioned I will have here available all of the necessary facilities arranged by His
Excellency the Count of Ricla, because of his evident desire to comply with his part of the definitive
treaty of peace. In this event you will not censure
my decision, though I believe you will not permit it
to be placed in execution, because with proper behavior you will avoid the disastrous consequences
of an action so contrary to the wishes expressed
and agreed upon by their Catholic and Britannic
Majesties.
The said sloop ** arrived before this port and anchored at 5 in the afternoon, to which I immediately
dispatched the pirogue which returned to this castle
at four in the morning and the captain sent me a
message saying that four weeks had passed since
*Evidently referring to his own letter of 11/11/63, and the English sloop which departed on 11/16/63.
** The sloop which arrived in distress on 1/26/64.
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their departure from St. Augustine on their way to
Pensacola, during which [time] they encountered a
storm in which they lost their anchor. I offered
to supply their wants if they were in need of anything, and he replied he required nothing and that
he would immediately depart as he could not delay,
for which reason I cannot inform you further than
merely to give you information.
My regards in whatever may serve you. May our
Lord protect you many years.
Apalache, January 27, 1764=I kiss your hand=
Your very attentive servant=Don Bentura Diaz=
Don Augustin Probost.
The Count of Ricla to Col. James Robertson. (A. G.
I, 86-7-11, 20).
My very dear sir:
The governor of the presidio of Apalache has told
me he has not delivered to you that post for the
reasons which he has disclosed to you and to your
predecessor in a letter dated the 11th of November
past, and seeing that you did not take measures to
put this into effect, dismissed the vessels which I
had sent him for the withdrawal of his men rather
than detain them exposed to the risk of damage
from inclement weather; and as I am not able to
tolerate such inconveniences and others which might
arise to the service of the King my Lord from such
delays, I now again despatch another vessel capable
of transporting to this port all of the effects of the
King, garrison and governor, with the orders essential for this in case that you are not disposed to very
shortly send at the appointed time the person who
must receive the said presidio; though I am quite
convinced that events will not arrive to this point,
because you will take or will have taken the measures necessary to conclude a matter of such importance, with due consideration [of the consequences]
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of the delay to one or the other crown, since there
have [already] been concluded with the greatest
harmony, others of the same nature arranged between this capital and that of Florida.
God protect your excellency many years. Havana,
February 5, 1764=The Count of Ricla=Mr. Diago
Roverson.
Endorsed: Copy of the letter written to the English Governor of Panzacola.
(The publication of this series of documents will be continued in
the next issue of the QUARTERLY.)
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